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INTRODUCTION
Welkom to the most unique cycling event in the U.S., 

the Canyon Belgian Waffle Ride that many call the 

BWR. This is the eighth edition and the eighth par-

course that’s been contested. We’re excited to have so 

many female competitors this year… over 150% growth 

of women riders in the Waffle, and 80% growth over-

all. This year is also the first for us with a prize purse 

(with more of the spoils going to the women!).

Last year the course, albeit shorter than it had been in the past, 
was lauded as the best yet, with 46-miles of dirt/pave sectors 
over 134-miles. The Wafer course had a record attendance for 
its 68-mile rocky route. This year the demand has been so high 
we’ve had to cap the number of riders for both events.

The only Euro-style Spring Classic on American soil, the Can-
yon BWR is once again being hosted by the Lost Abbey Brew-
ery, the greatest Belgian-inspired brewery anywhere west of 
Bruges, and the race will offer up the same type of insanity, 
challenge and the unparalleled experience that has made it no-
torious and noteworthy.

The 2019 edition has drawn world-class cyclists from around 
the globe to take on defending champions, Brian McCulloch 
and Larissa Connors. They will have their work cut out for them, 
as this year the pro field is far deeper than ever, and it became 
so well before it was even announced that there is a prize purse 
on offer. This could be just because the race has a growing cult 
following of fervent racers from cyclocross, road and moun-
tain biking, but it could also be related to the BWR’s stature in 
the now crowded event space of Gravel Grinding, which wasn’t 
a thing when the BWR took riders into the dirt on their road 
bikes all those years ago. It’s important to note, the BWR was 
never set up to be a grinder event; it’s a road race punctuat-
ed by severe terrain and 46-miles of off-road riding, much of 
which some riders wish would be gravel. No matter, the BWR 
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has become known as much for its difficulty—all the glorious 
trappings of the Belgian Spring Classics—as it has for the cele-
bratory atmosphere that pervades its every funky facet.

Now in its fifth year, the Belgian Wafer Ride is currently set to 
have riders cover roughly 74-miles of the Canyon BWR’s tricky 
trails, hellacious hills and rolling roads. Percent-to-total, the Wa-
fer has far more dirt than the Waffle and takes riders on all the 
most difficult off-road sectors featured in the Waffle. Granted, 
Wafer riders do miss out on 66-miles of difficult climbing and 
the dark and lonely beauty of Black Canyon.

WHAT MAKES THE BWR SPECIAL?
If you want to get technical, it’s the only race of its kind that 
covers as much distance of combined road and off-road sectors 
through beautiful scenery and terribly challenging terrain. The 
Canyon BWR is the premier and hardest event of its kind and 
the most unique one-day cycling event in the country because 
everyone says it is. But, its 219-kilometers of suffering over sin-
uous, bone grinding roads and single-track trails fraught with 
rocks, arduous climbs, mud, water crossings, choking dust, in 
leg-numbing sleet or head-swelling heat fought against the 
wind (always a headwind) make it so.

And yet, we like to think it’s special because the BWR can be a 
metaphor for something much bigger…

The literal BWR starts out as a celebration (with waffles) and 
the promise of greatness to follow (with Belgian ale). But the 
journey really begins the day we register to take it on. Once 
committed, there is indeed greatness and excitement, but there 
are also ups and downs with illness, work trips, vacations, me-
chanicals and whatnot we sometimes didn’t wager on. While 
there may be a plan for training, and there certainly is a course 
to navigate, there is no proverbial road map on how to survive 
when things go sideways. The BWR offers an extreme event for 
the best among us but also a simple, back-to-the-basics chal-
lenge that makes it irresistible to some though frightening to 
onlookers. Still, others find some deeper meaning attached to 
the journey.
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And then, there is the finish. The elation. The joy. The recon-
necting with loved ones and the celebration of the BWR expe-
rience… memories that sustain. 

The metaphor can take on the parallels of our life experiences. 
If we heed the lessons that our training imparts, we stand to 
gain many advantages for life in general. There are a number 
of edifying and entertaining nuggets that can be gleaned from 
this pursuit. The reality is the road is going to go up and down 
and things can get a bit dirty along the way, literally and met-
aphorically. Our work to get ready for such a challenge carries 
with it a parallel to our life. No matter who we are, we’re all 
confronted with trails and stipulations, trials and tribulations, 
the joys and heartbreaks, setbacks and setups—all in the span 
of 7- or 15-hours, or something in between. Sectors in the BWR 
can serve as a reminder that some things aren’t as bad as we 
think, and others are unexpectedly hard. Life is the same.

Like a test, a presentation, a graduation, a ceremony, the BWR 
is just a punctuating moment on the calendar, an affirmation of 
where we are right at that instant. It’s a reflection of our current 
standing and stability in our growth as athletes, as humans.

The BWR suggests a lot about our character but does not rep-
resent it completely. It does, however, provide us an annual 
North Star to orient our day-to-day lives toward. It’s pursuit, 
always lingering in the back of our minds, offers an opportu-
nity for getting in touch with our higher selves (or your inner 
chipmunk). The testing of limits we approach along the journey 
open us up to personal growth, the transcendence of doubt 
and ascendance to something which at times appears out of 
reach, much like the Muur Van Dubbelberg. In this regard, the 
training is as important to our existence as it is to surviving or 
thriving in the BWR.

The finish line can bring all sorts of surprises. For many, there is 
the elation of making it back all on their own. Others find extra 
joy in racing the whole thing, never flatting and finishing higher 
up the standings than they thought possible. Still, others finish 
with the same sense of peace and joy they started with, no mat-
ter with a great thirst for the BWR BADASS Ale only finishers 
get to imbibe (or keep as a trophy).
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Finally, whether it is out training or being immersed in the rock 
garden’s nasty teeth, there is inherent happiness that occurs 
when we’re in the state of flow—when no other thoughts enter 
our mind other than the task at hand (which requires all of our 
critical thinking). Taking in all of the incredible moments of the 
event, just as we should in life, can be liberating. 

Listening to all the wonderful tales that manifest by way of the 
BWR, it becomes obvious that there is an internal peace to be 
found within the arc of the event, from registration to the finish 
line libations and sensations. The actuation of our inner spirit 
animal is what can make this thing so damn rad… there’s a maj-
esty to reaching, aspiring and growing that is hard to achieve 
without a prism through which (like the BWR) it can be brought 
to life. We’d like the BWR to always be more than a day’s jour-
ney through the Hell of the North (County) and, instead, resem-
ble the apprenticeship of self-awareness, where the awareness 
gives way to more awareness, and more BWR BADASS Ale.

The BWR, it’s a virtuous cycle and (bicycle) celebration; a met-
aphor for life.
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SCHEDULE
OF 
EVENTS

Friday, May 3: VIP Event

Tickets must be pre-purchased to attend, see BWR online mer-
ch store for availability

@ Canyon Bicycles US Headquarters 
5600 Avenida Encinas, Carlsbad, CA 92008
5:00–9:00pm

• Rider Packet Pick Up (for VIP ticket holders only)
• Pro-Rider and Media Conference
• Catered Dinner and Drinks
• Exclusive Course Reveal Presentation by Michael Marckx

Saturday, May 4

@ The Lost Abbey Brewery
155 Mata Way, San Marcos, CA 92069
10am–6pm
*All riders must pick up their packet in person, must bring ID

• 10:00am: Packet pick-up opens 
• 11:00am: IRC Tire Therapy Clinic
• 1:00pm: BEER Ride, hosted by ENVE (Belgian ENVE Ex-

ploration Ride) Casual 20–30 miler, free to all, Double-Peak 
climb included

• 3:30pm: Castelli Fashion Show
• Vendors, Food Trucks, Music, Free Flowing Lost Abbey Beer

Sunday, May 5

Start and Finish Line and Post Race Expo
@ The Lost Abbey Brewery
155 Mata Way, San Marcos, CA 92069
NO REGISTRATION. PRE-APPROVED PACKET PICKUP FOR 
ADDITIONAL FEES

• 5:00am: Complimentary breakfast (Waffles and more) en-
gorging commences

• 7:00am: Roll out wave 1 for Pros Only
• 7:05am: Progression of additional waves roll out
• 7:30am: Roll out Wafer Ride
• 10:30am: Kegs are flowing
• 3:00–6:00pm: Awards ceremony
• 8:00pm: RACE FINISH & EXPO CLOSES
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COURSE
SUMMARY

 

  
 

WATER
CROSSINGS
OR FOOT BRIDGE
CROSSINGS

KING & QUEEN 
OF THE MOUNTAIN, 
DIRT, AND SPRINT
SEGMENTS

MI KM

WAFER: 74 MI/119KM

DIRT
SECTORS
TOTALING
OVER 46 MILES

OF 
CLIMBING
WAFER: 6500 FT 

KING & 
QUEEN 
OF THE CANYON 
SEGMENTS

FEED
ZONES

CATEGORIZED
CLIMBS
THREE CATEGORY 2
CLIMBS

134

1312

15 3 17
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217
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DOWNLOAD THE COURSE FROM RIDE WITH GPS
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The 2019 
Belgian Waffle 
Ride Course
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https://ridewithgps.com/events/82314-2019-canyon-belgian-waffle-ride
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The 2019 
Belgian Wafer 
Ride Course
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https://ridewithgps.com/events/82314-2019-canyon-belgian-waffle-ride
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COURSE SECTOR   DESCRIPTIONS

The Canyon BWR route takes riders on a ronde through North 

County San Diego, where it will clatter through agrarian hamlets 

and the Ardennes-like hills—not over classic mountains per se, 

but rather a never-ending string of ups and downs—along sin-

gle-track climbs, sandy trails and roughly paved roads carved 

through inland San Diego’s beautiful rural and sometimes for-

ested backcountry. The 2019 course features fewer rolling hills 

and more dirt and longer climbs. Oh yeah, there will be a head-

wind most of the course and some of the climbs will require lots 

of gearing.

There are a few things that make the BWR stand out, and on 

top of the list, right after the obscenity of the race course, is 

SUPPORT. This ride is supported with CHP escorts, follow ve-

hicles and has 10 Feed Zones perfectly placed throughout its 

134-mile (or 74-miles) parcourse.

More importantly, the BWR features an armada of Canyon vans, 

BWR support vehicles, VeloFix support with roving mechanics 

that cover every inch of the 46-miles of dirt the BWR confronts 

ill-prepared riders with. The number of flats and mechanicals 

that the team addresses for the BWR is incomparable to any 

other event like it or unlike it. Special thanks to Paul Dunlap 

for his unflinching support of the event and the team he has 

amassed to serve our unique event.

THE COURSE UNVEILS ITSELF 
TO ITS VICTIMS, VILLAINS AND 
VICTORS LIKE THIS:
This is what the course was all about last year (and could be 

similar this year). The first 12 or so miles are neutral as the 

course winds its way from the Lost Abbey through Escondido 

and over to Rancho Santa Fe, then south to the first off-road 

sector, Lemontwistenberg. Now we know what you are think-

ing… that there are those Freddies who attack when things are 

neutral. Don’t worry, those people didn’t sign up this year and 

there will be course monitors along for this initial part, which is 

controlled by the CHP—in short, don’t pass the cops here. The 

neutral section has a few ups and downs to warm up legs and 

perhaps soften some but it’s mostly downhill. This section was 

designed to minimize the number of stops and lights for the 

benefit of our police escorts and volunteers. Once in the dirt or 

just before it, the real pedaling begins…
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First off, you should get a nice email from us politely asking if 
you bumped your head and maybe made a mistake. Once that 
is cleared up, you will be given a series of emails detailing the 
course sectors and important offers from BWR partners, one 
by one. Each one offers you a reminder to switch to the Wafer 
or simply opt out this year and defer your entry to next year’s 
event.

In terms of accouterments, each rider will 
receive:

Canyon BWR swag bag from Monster that contains many im-
portant items:

• Race bike plate and RFID helmet tag  
(for official finishing time)

• BWR top tube Course Sector sticker  
(so you know what’s coming up on the route)

• Wrist Band that gets you…
•  Pre-Race Waffle Feast from GEAR GRINDER GRILL
•  Three Beers from the Lost Abbey
•  Post-Race Food Feast from GEAR GRINDER GRILL
•  750ml Lost Abbey Ale

WHAT 
DO I 
GET 
WHEN 
I REGISTER?
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Waffle Finishers will receive: 
(must prove finishing with Strava data):

• 750ml Lost Abbey BWR BADASS Ale (trophy)
• Cinco de Drinko Mexi-Belgique Lager (draft pour)
• Finisher’s Tee Shirt

Wafer Finishers will receive:

• 750ml Lost Abbey Fawsome Ale (trophy)
• Finisher’s Tee Shirt

Category Winners will receive:

• Castelli Category Winner’s Jersey
• 100% BWR Category Winner’s Sunglasses
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Top Five Overall (GC) Female and Male 
Finishers will receive money:

Women ($3,300 purse presented by Monster Hydro):
1st — $1750
2nd — $850
3rd — $400
4th — $200
5th — $100

Men ($2,875 purse presented by 454 Tattoo):
1st — $1,500
2nd — $750
3rd — $350
4th — $175
5th — $100

 
Overall Team Winners (male, female, co-ed) 
will receive:
BWR Sunglasses from 100%

Le Kok Brewery Team Winners receive:
BWR Lost Abbey Swag and the honor of creating a special beer 
in celebration of the 2020 Canyon BWR
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HOW DO THE 
CATEGORY 
RESULTS WORK?
Borrowing from the Grand Tour dynamics that their multiple 
categories provide within the overall race, the BWR has sev-
eral categories that riders can vie for: Sprinter (green jersey), 
Queen/King of the Canyon (black jersey), Queen/King of the 
Mountain (red/white waffle dot jersey), Queen/King of the Dirt 
(orange jersey), Hardman/Hardwoman (most aggressive or 
strongest contributor/blue jersey), Wahooligan (top young rid-
er, under 23), GC (overall General Classification winner/yellow 
jersey), the kUDOs Award (the most giving and spirited rider 
in honor of our fallen friend, Udo Heinz/white jersey) and the 
dubious distinction of the Freddie Freeloader award for the rid-
er, or riders, who contribute the least to the ride, or cheat, or 
worse (the dreaded purple jersey). 

There are three timed QOM/KOM Strava segments combined 
for each of these categories: Sprint, Mountain, Dirt.

There are two timed Strava segments combined for the Canyon 
Queen/King of the Canyon category.

Riders with the lowest combined times (per Strava) for these 
segments will be determined the winners.

The GC/Yellow Jersey goes to the female and male winners of 
the BWR. There is a total prize purse of $6,175 for the top five 
on both genders.

The Hardman/Hardwoman, kUDOs and Freddie Freeloader dis-
tinctions are determined by your fellow riders, who will vote or 
provide anecdotal evidence after the ride. If you witness some-
one being naughty or nice, please tell the BWR officials.
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PLEASE 
EXPLAIN THE 
PURPLE CARD 
AND PURPLE 
JERSEY…
The idea of the Purple Card and Purple Jersey is simple: if you 
ride like a jerk or don’t take an adequate turn with your nose in 
the wind or you shun the front altogether, you will be given a 
Purple Card, which does two things: 

1. Commands you to go immediately to the front of your group. 
2. Eliminates you from consideration for any of the categories.

It is our hope that, by introducing this unique rule, the over-
all ride dynamic will be completely changed, with the typical 
Wheel Suckers riding in fear of being called out, thereby ensur-
ing the work gets equally shared along the way AND that the 
outcomes of the various categories are based on merit, strength 
and respectability. Ultimately, we want this shared experience 
to be one where everyone respects each other and takes care 
to be a good sport throughout the grueling event.

The Purple Card and the Purple Freddie Freeloader jersey are 
based on the idea that nobody likes a Wheel Sucker. Purple 
contenders might think they’re playing a smart tactical game 
by letting everyone else do the work while they sit in as they 
normally do, but races (Sprints and KOMs) are won through co-
operation and spending time on the rivet, flogging oneself and 
taking risks. Riding wheels and jumping past at the end is one 
thing and one thing only: Poor sportsmanship. Poor sportsman-
ship leads to Purpleness... unless, of course, you are racing to 
win the GC, but very few will be doing so and even those riders 
will shun the color purple.
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1. ALL ENTRANTS must line up in the “official” start line area—
Entrants may not start in front of this area;

2. ALL ENTRANTS must start in the Wave they were assigned. 
Starting in an earlier wave will result in an inaccurate time 
and disqualification from any category competition

3. ALL ENTRANTS must properly enter the Start lineup, and 
may not cut in line, climb over barricades, or in any other 
way improperly enter the Start area;

4. ALL ENTRANTS must properly wear a CPSC-approved helmet;

5. ALL ENTRANTS must not cross a solid yellow line, whether 
double, or single on their side of the road (a no-passing zone);

6. ALL ENTRANTS must show and practice good sportsman-
ship—un-sportsmanlike conduct of any kind is prohibited;

7. ALL ENTRANTS must obey Police, Bike Patrol or other Event 
Officials;

8. No Entrant may ride with, or receive support from, unregis-
tered cyclists (bandits);

9. No Entrant may draft, hold onto, or catch a ride in any mo-
torized vehicle;

10. No entrant may utilize a motorized or power-assisted bicy-
cle nor may a bicycle have such devices attached. All bicy-
cles must be powered solely by human force.

11. ALL ENTRANTS must cycle the full official route, as de-
scribed on the official route map. Entrants may not short 
cut the official route, and are responsible for knowing and 
following the official route;

12. ALL ENTRANTS must stay behind, and not pass, the lead 
vehicle;

13. ALL ENTRANTS must secure their race plate to their bike 
and RFID tag to their helmet

14. Headsets covering or blocking both ears are prohibited, i.e., 
I-pod-type stereos or other devices;

THE BWR
EVENT
RULES
(and here are the rules):
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15. Aero-type and other similar auxiliary handlebars are prohib-
ited. This includes “tri-bikes” with otherwise unremovable 
aero bars. Please remove them prior to the ride [no tribikes].

16. ALL ENTRANTS must depart the start line of the Event be-
fore the last official vehicle (trail vehicle) has left the start 
line;

17. ALL ENTRANTS must show courteous behavior to Volun-
teers, Event Officials, and Police, and obey their instructions 
while refraining from passing lead vehicles anywhere along 
the route, especially the Neutral Zone at the beginning;

18. ALL ENTRANTS must obey traffic control officers & person-
nel, and traffic control devices & signs, unless otherwise di-
rected by an Official;

19. ALL ENTRANTS must read and know California State bicy-
cle laws, and must yield to emergency vehicles at all times, 
even if the road is closed;

20. ALL ENTRANTS must give the right of way to other road 
users, including bicycles and motor vehicles, when legally 
required to;

21. ALL ENTRANTS must stay to the right of cones set up at 
intersections unless directed otherwise by Police or Event 
Official(s);

22. ALL ENTRANTS must bicycle single file, when possible un-
less the road is closed to motor vehicle traffic (any road clo-
sures will be announced on Event day), or a police escort is 
provided;

23. Support crews/non-Official vehicles may meet and provide 
support to their Entrant(s) but may, not follow Entrants on 
the Route;

24. Any Entrant riding after sunset (7:45 pm) must have legal 
lighting: A white headlight visible at least 500 feet ahead 
and a red rear reflector, preferably 2” or more in diameter;

25. ALL ENTRANTS who drop out of the event must notify an 
Event Official, by informing an Aid Station Director or call-
ing the Event Hotline phone number. Be sure to give your 
rider number;

26. Entrants not finishing the course by 7:45 pm will not be of-
ficial finishers but can continue on the route as long as they 
have the legal lighting on their bikes to be riding after sun-
down;

27. ALL ENTRANTS must follow these steps at the Finish line: 
1: Slow down after you pass the finish line under the banner.  
2: Allow the finish chute crew to check your official rider number. 
3:exit the finish chute.

28. Rule Enforcement & Procedures: 1) Police, Event Officials, 
and Bike Patrol will identify any Entrant who violates traffic 
laws or Event rules for possible disqualification. 2) Those so 
identified will be reported to the Rules/Results Committee, 
who will investigate and deal with each violation on a case-
by-case basis, imposing penalties, including disqualification, 
as indicated. 3) Any Entrant may report rules violations and 
present supporting evidence at the Registration booth/tent 
at the Finish Line. All such reports must be in writing and 
must be turned in within 15 minutes of the posting of the 
event results or by 7:00 pm the day of the Event, whichever 
is later.

29. Belgian Waffle Ride is finished at 7:45 pm local time and all 
course support will be closed. Any Entrants still on the Route 
will be asked to stop and will be afforded transportation to 
the Finish line by Event Officials and/or event volunteers.

30. Entrants are solely responsible for all their items of person-
al belongings. The event is NOT responsible for any items 
of personal belongings whatsoever, whether lost, stolen, 
placed at an aid station or information station, placed with 
an Official or volunteer, or misplaced.  Do not leave your 
belongings with any volunteers, staff or officials.  DO NOT 
LEAVE YOUR BELONGINGS UNATTENDED.

31. The Belgian Waffle Ride will not be canceled or postponed. 
It will go on through rain, sleet, snow or heat wave – Be Pre-
pared!
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FAQ
HOW DO I KNOW IF THE WAFFLE IS TOO MUCH FOR ME TO 
SWALLOW?

We’re gonna tell you right now, it’s probably too much for you 
to take on, honestly. Sorry. Sure, it’s only something be 135- or 
145-miles, but 40 or 50 of that will be in dirt, rocks, sand, water 
or gravel. Only 60% of starters finish the event because they 
either don’t have anyone to ride behind, flat too many times or 
in most cases, just didn’t train enough.

We recommend getting out and doing some ten-hour rides with 
as much climbing and dirt as possible, so you can really see if 
your body is up to such a challenge. Then add in lots of riding 
over rocks, through water, popping a wheelie and with flat tires.

IS THE WAFER REALLY ONLY HALF AS FILLING?

The Wafer is much harder than doing half of the Waffle. Its dirt-
to-road ratio is much higher, and the course is slightly longer 
than half the Waffle. In short, the Wafer is a tough day on the 
bike… for anyone.

WHAT IF I CHANGE MY MIND ON HOW MUCH I CAN STOMACH?

Have no fear, we can always move you from the heroic Waffle 
start line to the Wafer until the day before the event, and we 
won’t even post about it, make fun of you, or otherwise make 
you feel small for biting off more than you can chew. So many 
people do it—hopefully not you though—that there will be a line 
of Waffle to Wafer contenders at the expo (heads hanging in 
shame). Just kidding about that last bit.

WEAPONRY:
WHAT KIND OF BIKE SHOULD I RIDE?

The kind of Canyon bike you ride will depend on the type of rid-
er you are and how comfortable you are in the dirt and during 
long races. The uniqueness of the BWR is that it really causes 
great consternation as to what weapon to bring to the fight. 
Too much bike/rubber and the 90-miles of road will zap you. 
Too little, and the rocks, sand, gravel and water will make you 
suffer or flat.
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Keep in mind, the BWR was conceived in part as an answer to 
the Freddie Freeloaders who can be found sitting in on group 
rides until a sprint happens… they’re just not respectable. Those 
Freddies won’t be found at the BWR, but yes, you are right, that 
has nothing to do with the bike you should ride.

On race day, you will notice there are road bikes with 25mm tires 
and skinny, European looking humanoids atop them; there’ll be 
plenty of Canyon Ultimates that will devour the course from the 
front. There will be even more Canyon Grail’s, a unique gravel 
bike that provides clean comfort in any dirty detour. There will 
also be a lot of cyclocross type bikes, like the Canyon Inflite, 
where 32mm tires and plenty of clearance make for a speedy 
stead off-road. Still, others will be on the Canyon Endurace, with 
its endurance-optimized relaxed geometry, enhanced control 
features and race comfort; this bike is as at home on the road 
as it is in the gravel. You will even see mountain bikes, like the 
Canyon Lux, a light, full-suspension XC ATV. What you won’t 
see are e-bikes, time trail bikes or tandems.

The bike you should ride is the one you are most comfortable 
on for both road and dirt. After all, the BWR is a road race; 
a spring classic that’s long with devilish sectors to make you 
question your weapon, again and again.

Pick your weapon at Canyon.com!

WHICH IRC TIRES SHOULD I ROLL?

Just like your Canyon bike decision, the IRC tire choice is crit-
ical… even more so. In fact, tire choice and air pressure are the 
two most critical decisions you will have for race day. If your 
bike is the sword, your tires are the shield. Too little shield, you 
flat or fall over or get stabbed. Too much shield and your sword 
becomes more unwieldy.

Fortunately, the BWR has IRC as its official tire partner. IRC has 
an incredible array of tires to choose from for your weapon. 
They can prove to be the best protection you can afford your-
self come judgment day.

Last year’s BWR was ridden on everything from 25mm to 57mm 
tires. This year, most riders will end up rolling 28mm or 32mm 
tires, though we suspect there will be throngs riding 34mm and 
wider. The Wafer has a higher dirt-to-road ratio and folks tend 
to roll wider tires on the whole for this shorter event.

You can choose between a host of tires depending on how 
comfortable you are in the dirt (as in you race ‘cross as a cat 
1) or your bike’s ability to accommodate either wider or taller 
tires. Your tire choice may be affected by what your bike can 
roll with. Lots of road bikes can’t handle even 28mm tires and 
certainly not the incredible SERRACCX 32mm tire that has be-
come so popular for gravel racers these days.



IRC’s Formula Pro Tubeless Series features the optimal tire for 
those looking to ride in the front of the peloton. The Formula 
Pro Tubeless Light in a 28mm will be the best bet for anyone 
who is planning on going off the front.

IRC has every possible option for you from the lightest, most 
durable 23mm tubeless tires to 2.25” indestructible MTB tires.

Pick your protection at IRCbike.com!

IS THERE ON-COURSE SUPPORT?

One of the great features of the Canyon Belgian Waffle Ride is 
the sheer amount of support the race receives from BWR Staff, 
Canyon, Event Partners who own all the Feed Zones, volunteers, 
teams, schools and bike-minded people who want to give back 
to the community. You will find these lively Tifosi all over the 
course on race day. There are TEN Feed Zones on the Waffle 
course to help get riders the proper nutritional requirements to 
finish the event, all of them manned by volunteers giving their 
time to make your experience the best ever.

There will be six VeloFix vans out on the course, roving 
throughout all the waves. There will also be roving mechanics 
on e-bikes throughout the 15 off-road sectors. These mechanics 
will have most everything with them to help stranded cyclists 
who choose the wrong weapon or shield.

THINGS TO AVOID?

As with any race day, don’t try something new. If you haven’t 
tested it out, don’t try it on race day. That goes for the tires as 
much as it does for the food you eat and the things you drink.

Additionally, don’t get in over your head at the beginning by 
going out too fast. It’s a long day, so pace yourself. You have 
all day to pass people who cut you off on the single track on 
the first dirt sector. Hold your rage in and when you finally pass 
that schmuck later on, tell ‘em to hold your wheel as you slowly, 
yet firmly throttle the hell out of the next dirt section. In short, 
don’t get emotional; stay smart. Often times, in the dirt, you 
will find the need to GO SLOW TO GO FAST, which essentially 
means staying upright at the places that require a little extra 
care to navigate. There’s a lot of those sections in the BWR. 

Mostly, go slow on the downhill dirt sectors, especially Lem-
ontwistenberg (both ways), Zwartenberg, Sutherland Damberg 
and Dubbelberg Twistenweg. There will be signs, but please 
note you need to go down all dirt hills SLOWLY.

LOGISTICS:
WHERE SHOULD I STAY?

The most glorious place to stay for race weekend is the Lake-
house in San Marcos. We are extremely pleased to announce 
we have again partnered with the Lakehouse Hotel and Re-
sort in San Marcos, CA. This incredible, newly renovated resort 
is offering us a 15% discounted rate (Online Code: Waffle)* and 
an opportunity to stay with your fellow riders very close to the 
start and finish at the Lost Abbey. If you want to rub shoulders 
with the pros and feel like you are in some magical foreign set-
ting, stay at the Lakehouse.

HOW CAN I LEARN MORE ABOUT THE COURSE?

The first time the official course will be revealed is at the VIP 
event at Canyon on May 3, 2019. Hopefully you already booked 
your own tickets to this event. The course will be revealed in 
great detail for all those in attendance of this special event and 
on Facebook Live. 

You can also learn more about possible sectors by following 
this account on Strava: strava.com/athletes/265878 

HOW MANY WAFFLES SHOULD I EAT?

The average amount of calories burned over the course of the 
Canyon Belgian Waffle Ride equates to seven Double-Double 
burgers, four cheeseburgers, two chocolate shakes and three 
orders of animal style fries or a total of 9,140 calories. In terms 
of waffles, you would need to consume more than 30 waffles 
from the Gear Grinder Grill in order to not have a calorie deficit 
on race day. We recommend about 3 before and, sure, bring 
one along for the ride. You will also note when you return—60% 
of the riders who start the BWR actually finish—that nothing 
goes better with a Lost Abbey Belgian Ale than a Belgian waffle 
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from Gear Grinder Grill (except for maybe bacon, but you can 
have that too).

AM I ALLOWED PERSONAL SUPPORT ON THE COURSE?

NO, you are NOT. You will be forever banished in ignominy for 
cheating.

For safety and fairness, no one is allowed support during the 
ride from unofficial people and riders are not allowed to ride 
with other riders who are not registered participants.

We’ve had people jump in vans during the race and get driven 
up to the leaders before (yes, we know who they are). We’ve 
had people hold on to the back of a truck on certain climbs 
(yes, we know who they are). We’ve had imbecilic drivers take 
their vans on the dirt sections of the course and nearly take out 
riders during the race just so they could help their friends cheat 
(yes, we know who they are).

If you are seen getting any support from non-official vehicles, 
you will be DQed on the spot. We encourage the riders out 
on the course to also share with us any dubious activities they 
witness. Riders who break these rules will also suffer the igno-
miny of being exposed to the throngs or revelers at the awards 
ceremony. Some will receive the Purple Jersey, a distinction no 
rider can ever live down.

LAST REMINDERS:
• The tires you are thinking of riding may not be wide enough, 

get some IRCs. Whether you go with knobby 28mm, 32mm 
or even wider tires, IRC will be at the BWR Expo for you.

• The winner of this year’s event will take around 6 hours and 
thirty minutes to complete the course. This means for most 
it’s an 11-, 12- or 15-hour day on the bike. The official cut off 
time will be 7:45 pm, allowing roughly 13-hours to official-
ly finish. If riders do not make it to the Black Canyon Feed 
Zone #2 at mile-44 by 11:00 am, they will be turned around 
or asked to hop in the SAG vehicle to be driven back to the 
expo.

• There are many dirt sections you need to go slow down. 
There will be signs of CAUTION, but just take each one of 
these sections slowly.

• There are 10 official Feed Zones, with tons of hydration and 
gel products from SIS, Energy Squares from Quantum, as 
well as water and cokes. Feed Zones will also have bananas, 
cookies and other food like substances. No one should go 
hungry or thirsty. Remember this is as much an eating con-
test as it is a bike race. Fuel yourself accordingly. Waiting 
to the Oasis never works out well, but there will be bacon 
there.

• If it does rain, the course terrain could be altered a little, but 
don’t worry about it. Do worry about your bike’s ability to 
have mud accumulate in the fork or rear wheel well and still 
roll. Clearance will be critical. 

• VeloFix and many others will be providing neutral support 
on the road and gravel portions of the route. There will be 
multiple vehicles, plus we will have additional support vehi-
cles, filming and providing rolling assistance. VeloFix is pro-
viding trail support on the Lake Hodges and Mule sectors, 
both ways.

• Each wave will have CHP officers escorting the riders. 

• All traffic laws must be obeyed unless directed by an officer. 
Riders should ride as far to the right as safe to do.

• Be courteous to all your fellow riders. Point things out. Com-
municate. Be friendly. Share the work. Enjoy meeting new 
people and show them the best side of you, not the purple 
side.

• Parking is available in all areas labeled in the map below. 
Please use this to guide your race day arrivals.

• Packet Pick-Up for registration is from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm 
on Saturday, May 4. YOU WILL NEED A PHOTO ID to re-
deem your packet. Unfortunately, your friend can’t pick your 
things up for you, but they can share your beer. 

• Charge your devices, download Strava and use it for the 
race! Without this, it will be difficult to tell who complet-
ed the course. Because riders have cheated in the past (we 
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know who you are), you will need to redeem your finisher’s 
items with proof via Strava. A phone battery may not suffice 
unless you bring a charger.

WHAT IF I HAVE TO DROP OUT?

You can call the Rider Hotline located on your bike plate or 
TEXT your DNF status per the instructions given at packet pick 
up. Bring your phone with you on the ride.

There is also a SAG Wagon to pick up riders and transport them 
back to the Lost Abbey.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I FLAT?

We think the question is, “What happens when I flat?”

Be prepared to change your own tires, but we will have so many 
mechanics and on-course race support that you should be back 
rolling in no time. Make sure you are rolling the IRC tires for best 
results.

WHERE ARE THE FEED ZONES?

They are strategically located at ten 
different locations on the course, usual-
ly every 20 miles or less. As the course 
wears on, the Feed Zones become 
more frequent. YOU WILL RECEIVE A 
TOP TUBE STICKER THAT SHOWS YOU 
WHICH MILE MARKERS THEY ARE AT!

Feed Zones will have SIS hydration, SIS 
gels, and water, plus all sorts of differ-
ent food-like substances and delicious 
and coffee-infused Quantum Energy 
Squares. Some stations will have Coke 
and salty substances, like bacon or 
pretzels. All stations will have enough 
water and hydrating beverages for all.

I’M NEW TO THIS GAME, IS THERE ANY ADVICE YOU CAN 
SHARE WITH ME?

Run, run away now. Either that or roll away now. Roll as often as 
you can, through dirt, rocks, gravel, even cacti, just to prepare 
yourself for the mayhem of Cinco de Mayo.
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SHOW WHAT YOU WILL GET A TASTE OF ON MAY 5

Share this image on your social channels. 
Let your friends and followers know you are ready to BTFU!  

Get it at: BelgianWaffleRide.bike/taste
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THE END
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